THE IONA SCHOOL & NURSERY
Assessment Policy
(Revised August 2018)
Prepared using the
EYFS statutory framework March 2017
The Educational Tasks and Content of the Steiner Waldorf Curriculum
General Principles
In keeping with the ethos of the school, all teachers should strive to recognize the unique
individuality of each pupil, learning to appreciate the strengths and weaknesses, approaches
to learning, attitudes and behaviour of each child.
“Good practice occurs when the self-reflective teacher assesses his or her own
teaching and its outcome with individual children and shares this with colleagues on a
regular basis. This insight should feed directly back into the classroom. The Steiner
Waldorf approach sees assessment as a means of gaining knowledge of, insight into and
understanding for the child. The more accurate and comprehensive the observations, the
richer the understanding. Increased understanding can lead to positive development in the
child. In ideal circumstances, the outcome of an assessment of a child is that meaningful
help is offered and new developmental opportunities are created. Assessment can lead to
transformation in teaching and learning.”
Quoted from “The Educational Tasks and Content of the Steiner
Waldorf Curriculum”
Teachers will attempt to deepen their understanding of the children by:
 reflecting on their classroom experience
 sharing observations with colleagues
 sharing observations with parents
 undertaking regular study of Steiner Waldorf Pedagogy and Child Development
 engaging with colleagues in a detailed study of a particular child
 engaging with colleagues in a study of a particular class
 seeking the help of the School Doctor – at present we have intermittent support
from James Dyson, a former school doctor and now working as a consultant in child
development and Steiner Waldorf Education.
Early years
Assessment plays an important part in helping parents, carers and practitioners to recognise
children’s progress, understand their needs, and to plan activities and support.
Ongoing assessment (also known as formative assessment) is an integral part of the learning
and development process. It involves practitioners observing children to understand their
level of achievement, interests and learning styles, and to then shape learning experiences
for each child reflecting those observations. In their interactions with children, practitioners

should respond to their own day-to-day observations about children’s progress and
observations that parents and carers share. Kindergarten ask parents to fill in a biographical
questionnaire on entry to Kindergarten and then proceed to use 3 formal assessment
documents (Rising4 Assessment, Rising 5 Assessment and Rising 6 Assessment) based on
indicators for retained reflexes and developmental milestones.
Paperwork should be limited to that which is absolutely necessary to promote children’s
successful learning and development. Parents and/or carers should be kept up-to-date with
their child’s progress and development. Practitioners should address any learning and
development needs in partnership with parents and/or carers, and any relevant
professionals.
In the nursery
All children have a recorded observation each week. This observation lasts for 20 mins and
we record the following
Physical development,
 Fine motor skills; such as painting, drawing, how a child relates to and picks up an
object and sensory skills such as how the child uses play-doh, water play and sand
play.
 Gross motor skills; walking, running, jumping, climbing
 Locomotive skills; running and kicking a ball, in ring time we use physical songs so
we can observe movement
 Self care
Social development;
 Interaction with other children and staff, how they interact with their parents.
 Self-confidence and self esteem
Emotional development
 We observe to see how children relate to their peers in an emotional way, offering
sympathy, showing remorse and how they behave in their own selves. If they are
capable of controlling their emotional behaviour in an age appropriate capacity
 Behaviour and self-control
Communication & language
 how children interact, do they talk or use hand movements, how clearly they are
able to use speech
 If they use hand movement, are these understandable
 how they interact with staff so we are able to fulfil their needs
Development files in the nursery
This is completed every two months by the child’s key worker. These record the child’s
development in line with the EYFS. We also refer to the weekly observations whilst filling
out their development files.
Activity books
These are the child’s learning journey which we give to the parents; we put in handprints,
footprints and records the child’s time in the nursery as well as putting in important
milestones

Progress check at age two in nursery
When a child is aged between two and three, practitioners must review their progress, and
provide parents and/or carers with a short written summary of their child’s development in
the prime areas. This progress check must identify the child’s strengths, and any areas
where the child’s progress is less than expected.
If there are significant emerging concerns, or an identified special educational need or
disability, practitioners should develop a targeted plan to support the child’s future learning
and development involving parents and/or carers and other professionals (for example, the
provider’s Special Educational Needs Co-ordinator (SENCO) or health professionals) as
appropriate.
The written summary should include, reflecting the development level and needs of the
individual child. The summary must highlight: areas in which a child is progressing well;
areas in which some additional support might be needed; and focus particularly on any
areas where there is a concern that a child may have a developmental delay (which may
indicate a special educational need or disability).
It must describe the activities and strategies the provider intends to adopt to address any
issues or concerns.
Practitioners should encourage parents and/or carers to share information from the
progress check with other relevant professionals, including their health visitor and the staff
of any new provision the child may transfer to.
Practitioners must agree with parents and/or carers when will be the most useful point to
provide a summary. Where possible, the progress check and the Healthy Child Programme
health and development review at age two (when health visitors gather information on a
child’s health and development) should inform each other and support integrated working.
This will allow health and education professionals to identify strengths as well as any
developmental delay and any particular support from which they think the child/family
might benefit. Providers must have the consent of parents and/or carers to share
information directly with other relevant professionals.
If a child moves or shares settings
If a child moves settings between the ages of two and three it is expected that the progress
check would usually be undertaken by the setting where the child has spent most time.
Practitioners must discuss with parents and/or carers how the summary of development can
be used to support learning at home.
Assessment at five in kindergarten
In the final term of the year in which the child reaches age five (no later than 30 June in that
term) we complete a profile to provide parents and carers, practitioners and teachers with a
well-rounded picture of the child. This needs to be completed for all children.
We have exemption from assessment against the early learning goals, so we conduct our
own continuous observations of the child as a whole in relation to social, physical, spiritual
and emotional development. We will include any developmental issues that have arisen and
information about the approach we have taken. This information is exempt from being
submitted to the LA, but they are shared when a child moves up to T/1 (ages 5-6)

Kindergarten staff should encourage parents and/or carers to share information from the
progress check with other relevant professionals, including their health visitor and the staff
of any new provision the child may transfer to.
Practitioners must agree with parents and/or carers when will be the most useful point to
provide a summary.
Where possible, the progress check and the Healthy Child Programme health and
development review at age two (when health visitors gather information on a child’s health
and development) should inform each other and support integrated working.
This will allow health and education professionals to identify strengths as well as any
developmental delay and any particular support from which they think the child/family
might benefit.
Providers must have the consent of parents and/or carers to share information directly with
other relevant professionals.
If the child attends more than one setting or moves settings
For children attending more than one setting, the Profile must be completed by the setting
where the child spends most time. If a child moves to a new setting during the academic
year, we must send their assessment of the child to the relevant school within 15 days of
receiving a request. If a child moves during the summer term, relevant providers must agree
which of them will complete the Profile.
Children of School age in the Kindergarten must receive a school report
Main school
Marking
It is essential that there is regular acknowledgement and recognition of the children’s
work.
Marking pupils’ work is not simply a means of finding out if they know and understand what
has been taught. It is also an opportunity to evaluate teaching and should inform the
preparation of lessons taking account of the need for different approaches and/or extra
support.
Marking gives quantifiable information and helps to monitor some aspects of pupils’
development.
It should be a regular experience for pupils to be present when their work is marked. At
such times the teacher can discuss the work, commenting on presentation, accuracy and
time taken etc. The teacher should be positive, encouraging, challenging and supportive.
Thoughtful feedback can help children towards productive criticism and evaluation in an
age/stage appropriate way.
Consistency
Marking should:
 be meaningful to the child and useful to the teacher.
 be relevant to the aims and objectives of the task




change according to age and ability – individuals in a class may be marked
differently on a similar piece of work using different criteria - What is
helpful to this child?
help pupils to see how to improve their work

Record Keeping
Recording lesson plans, work done and progress of pupils so that teachers can:
 produce end of year reports – not Kindergarten
 give information to a teacher taking over a class or lesson
Lesson Plans in Teachers’ Office - reference for others in case of absence
Current mark book and assessment sheets will be with the relevant teacher
Pupil Records will be kept securely in the Teachers’ Office. They will contain:
 any records from previous school
 profiles from kindergarten
 copies of annual reports (class children)
 copies of assessments from outside agencies
 relevant notes from meetings with school doctor (essential medical information)
Reporting to Parents
We recognize that an important element in the education of children is their experience of
the co-operation between parents and teachers. Conversations between parents and
teachers in which observations of the child are shared are an invaluable means of
supporting children.
A written report for each class child will be sent to parents annually and will be completed
before the end of the summer term. These reports contain general information about the
work covered in the course of the year and teachers’ comments about the child’s
relationship to the work and the progress made.
Parents’ Evenings are held at least once a year for each class. Parents:
 are told about the lessons that children have been having and may take part in some
classroom activity and experience the kind of approach we take with the children
 look at their child’s work
 hear a preview of what is coming up
 participate in discussion about the class as a whole - social issues
 discuss practical issues e.g. preparation for outings
 discuss school issues e.g. fundraising, management
 have the opportunity to put items on the agenda and ask questions
 There is no public discussion of individual children
Meeting Parents of Individual Children

During the course of the year the Class Teacher will try to have at least one meeting with
the parents of each child in the class. This meeting will provide an opportunity to
 discuss their child’s progress
 share observations about the child’s development
 discuss if there is the need for any extra support
 discuss any issues which the parents or teachers think are relevant to further mutual
understanding of the child and to help meet his/her needs
Such meetings may be requested by the teacher or by the parents.
If a child is experiencing difficulty in some aspect of life (academic, social or health) it may
be helpful for parents and teachers to have a number of shorter meetings to ensure that a
supportive dialogue is established.

Iona School Assessment and Monitoring Procedures:
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Further Formal assessment and monitoring procedures and assessment forms can be
found in the Appendix
Review date
This policy will be reviewed (and if necessary revised with the approval of the School
Management Team) on an annual basis.
Issue date
This policy takes effect from January 2010.
Review date
This policy will be reviewed and revised by the school manager on an annual basis.
Endorsement
Full endorsement to this policy is given by:
Name:

Mr Martin Taylor

Position:

Iona School Trustee

Signed:
Date:

20/08/18
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Appendices

Kindergarten Assessment: Rising Four
Complete in the term the child turns four years
Name of Child:
Date of Birth:
Teacher:

Today’s date:

Symmetrical Tonic Neck Reflex (STNR)
Symptom
Present
Not Present
Poor posture
   
Tendency to slump in a chair
  
Tendency to lay head on the table
  
Simian (ape-like) walk
  
“W” leg position when sitting on the floor
  
Messy eater
  
Clumsy- drops and spills
  
Unable to imitate



Tonic Labyrinthine Reflex (TLR)
Symptom

Present

Not
present










Posture- stoops/looks to the ground (TLR forward)

Posture- tendency to walk on toes (TLR backward)
Weak muscle tone (TLR forward)
Stiff Jerky Movements (TLR backward)
Poor sense of balance
Poor sense of coordination (TLR backward)
Doesn’t like to move quickly (forward)
Bumps into things

Spinal Galant
Symptom
Fidgeting (ants in the pants syndrome)
Poor concentration
Hip rotation to one side when walking
Toileting accidents

Present











Not
Present






Asymmetrical Tonic Neck Reflex
Symptom
Balance affected by head movement

Present

Not Present

 



Difficulty with cross-pattern movement
Difficulty crossing the midline
Mixed laterality

 
 
 





Palmar Reflex
Symptom
Poor manual dexterity
Lack of independent thumb and finger movemente.g. cannot shake hands
Palm of hand hypersensitive
Child moves mouth when trying to draw/ write

Present Not Present
  
 
 
 





Moro Reflex
Symptoms
Physical timidity
Visual confusion/sensitivity (overwhelmed)
Auditory confusion/sensitivity (overwhelmed)
Overwhelmed and reacts to smells
Allergies
Dislikes and reacts to change
Holds breath
Hyperventilates
Insecure and dependent

Further observations/notes:

Present











Not Present





















Kindergarten Assessment: Rising Five
Complete in the term the child turns five years
Name of child:
Date of Birth:
Teacher:
Category

Date:
Immature

progressing

Mature

Concern

N/A

Physical Development
Head to body ratio 1:5

 

 

 

 





























Further observations:
Movement
Walking 
Running
Galloping 
Skipping
Jumping
Hopping




Category





Immature

Balance
Stand with both feet
together
Stand on one foot
Can walk in a line
Tends touch things
when walking








progressing


















Mature


















Concern


















N/A











 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Language development
Imitates language heard 
in environment during play
Imitates gesture during
circle
Immersed during circle
and story time
Can articulate needs

Play and imagination
Fantasy based

Begins to incorporate others
Immersed in imagination
throughout morning

 

Can be redirected
imaginatively

Category

Immature

 

progressing

 

Mature

 

Concern

N/A

Artistic
Paints and colours without
form
Can warm and sculpt
beeswax

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

Independence and Transitions
Can move with the class
during transitions
Can incorporate change
without reacting
Can dress self
Can take care of bathroom
needs independently
Can get ready to go home
Can wait patiently

Other Observations:

Kindergarten Assessment: Rising six
Complete in the term the child turns six years
Name of child:
Date of Birth:
Teacher:
Category

Date:
Immature

progressing

Mature

Concern

N/A

Physical Characteristics
Head-to-body ratio (age7- 1:6)
Three-folding of body
(head-trunk-limbs) 

Lengthening of limbs


Touch top of eararm over head
Second dentition
(number of teeth) 

Individualized facial features
Gaze direct and eye to eye

Category

























































































Immature

progressing

Mature

Concern

N/A

Speech and Language
Clarity and enunciation


Speaks in complete sentences


Expresses ideas completely and fully 
Uses if/therefore (cause/effect)

Talks about play (visualisation) 
Enjoys rhymes and limericks


Can recall a family event 

Can resolve conflict verbally



Category

Immature




























progressing



















Mature



















Concern

N/A

Four lower senses
Sense of balance:
Stand with both feet together
Stand on one foot
Can walk in a line 

Can walk without touching anything
Sense of movement:
Walks cross laterally

Marches cross laterally

Runs cross laterally 

Hops on either foot 

Bunny hop-feet together 
Walks backwards 

Gallops












































































































Skips




Climbs stairs alternating feet


Runs with fluidity of gait 

Makes transitions easily 

Accepts change



Reacts well to new experiences 
Sense of life:
Always at school

Healthy rosy colouring


Warm hands



Breaths normally 


Stamina/ endurance


Is a harmonious member of
the class




Participates in activities happily

Eats food made in the classroom 
Has friends in the classroom

Has positive relationships
with adults




Has a sense of humour


Can look after personal needs 

Is comfortable alone


Sense of privacy (tells secrets)

Sense of touch:
Can imitate

Has a sense of body in space

Can follow directions (group)


Can follow directions (individual) 
Completes activities independently
Experiences limits and boundaries 
Has compassion for others 

Tells a home story in sequence









































































































































































































































































































































































Observable Capacities:
Shoes on correct feet

Kempt and tidy


Can tie shoes successfully 
Zips successfully 

Buttons successfully and
sequentially 


Can pack or unpack
independently 


Can draw with details


Shakes hands- thumbs in opposition
Recognises consequences
Internalisation of classroom routine
Respect for property of others
Respect for personal property

Has the ability to share


Category

Immature

N/A
Participation in activities:
Enter willingly
Observe and follow directions
Remains focused
Asks for help


Completes activity 

Clean up willingly 

Drawing:
Hold crayon using tripod
(3 fingers) 


Sky and Earth (above
and below) 


There is three fold in figures:
Person: Head/Torso/Limbs
House: Base/ Triangle Roof/ 
Chimney
Tree: Trunk/Leaves/Apples

Mature

Concern

































































































































Category

Immature
N/A
Snack:
Can pour from a jug
to a cup




Can carry a cup without spilling 

Category

progressing

Immature

progressing







Mature




progressing




Concern




Mature

 

Concern

N/A
Transitions:
Makes transitions easily 
Is flexible 


Can wait patiently 

Reacts well to new experience
Thinks before doing

Can listen to the teacher 
Can move with the group 


































































Iona School
Biography Guidelines for Parents
To enable teachers to work with your child more closely, we ask that you provide us with
some
information about your child's early life. The information you give will help us to form a
deeper picture of the child and will be treated with the strictest confidence.
Child’s Name:
Family Relationships:
Give an outline of the child’s family,
names of parents, sibling’s names, the
child’s place in the family and any
half-siblings. Please give some details
about relationships with siblings.

Pregnancy and Birth:
How was the pregnancy? What kind
of birth did the child have? Was it full
term or premature? Give details of
any
interventions/assistance/complication
s during delivery etc. (forceps, stress
for the baby, breach etc.) Was the
child breast-fed or bottle-fed and for
how long?
Early Development:
Consider when the child first started
to sit, crawl, stand, walk. Did the
child crawl, or were they bottom
shufflers? Did their language develop
early or late?

D.O.B:

Gender:

Sleep: Tell us a bit about your child’s
sleeping patterns, rhythms, routines,
quality of sleep, nightmares, bedwetting, sleepwalking. Where do they
sleep? (own bed, room with sibling
etc).

Food: Consider your child’s appetite.
Are they vegetarians, vegans, meat
eaters? Do they have a good balanced
diet or are there preferences to
certain food groups?

Social Life: What could you tell us
about your child’s social life? Do they
do any regular classes or activities
outside of school?

Health: Has the child had any
childhood illnesses, accidents or spent
time in hospital? Do they have
any allergies? Which immunisations
has the child had, if any?

Notable Events/Experiences: Some
experiences/events are significant in a
child’s life e.g. a family death,
separation, moving house etc. –
please give any details you might feel
are relevant.

Screen time: Please tell us about the
amount of screen time the child has
during an average week (t.v and
computers).

Thank you for taking the time to write this biography. Please feel free to attach more
sheets if the spaces are insufficient.
Date completed:
Signed:

Assessment Checklist for

Class

LITERACY
Class 1, 2 and 3
Name:

WRITING AND READING
1

recognise sounds, shapes and names of all
vowels and consonants in capital letters and
the lower-case letters

1

know alphabetical order of letters

1

distinguish vowels from consonants

1

copy sentences accurately

1

write their own first name

1

spell a few familiar words, such as - the, in,
to, and, so.......

1

know that writing is written-down speaking

1

know that some letters represent more than
one sound

1

know that every word has at least one vowel
* y as vowel and consonant

1

know that writing moves from left to right and
from top to bottom

1

read and understand what they have written
in the classroom

1/2

be acquainted with digraphs th,ch,sh

1/2

make plurals by adding s or es

T
a
u
g
h
t

S
e
c
u
r
e

N
o
t
S
e
c
u
r
e

Comments

2

recognise, write and read printed letters and
cursive script

2

be able to read and spell simple consonant
digraphs and 2/3 letter consonant blends

2

to be able to read and spell using soft c and
g rule (and exceptions) and the magic e rule

2

recognise and use suffixes – ing, ly, ed

2

spell using 3-letter blends

2/3

write short descriptions or accounts of recent
events or stories

2/3

can read and spell letter combinations in
common words
* sh, th, ch, wh, ph, gh
* ee, oo, ei, ea, ai
* ow, ew, aw

2/3

read with developing enthusiasm, developing
expression and comprehension

3

read, write and spell correctly the days of the
week, months, numbers and other familiar
topics. Also common words such as was,
were, are, said, their/there, have (see first
100 common words list)

3

spell vowel and vowel/consonant digraphs
ay, ew

3

spell simple compound words - perhaps,
carpet

3

recognise common homophones – there,
their
to, too, two

3

write thank you letters

3

write in well-formed cursive writing

3

read aloud texts containing mainly familiar
words in context

3

read simple books aloud and silently

GRAMMAR
2/3

know by hearing when a sentence starts and
stops

2/3

know how to use capital letters and full stops

3

correctly use commas, question marks,
exclamation marks, apostrophes and speech
marks

3

recognise and characterise verb, noun,
adjective and adverb e.g. - an adjective
describes a noun, an adverb tells us how we
do something

SPEAKING AND LISTENING
1

recite in chorus

1

speak short verses alone

1

listen to the teacher and other children

1

follow verbal instructions given by teachers
in all subjects

1

speak simple speech exercises and tongue
twisters in chorus

1

learning not to interrupt

1

recall main points of the story told by teacher

1

share news with the class

3

recite poem alone

3

recall more complex events and stories

3

give an explanation of what they are doing to
an inquirer

3

perform in plays

3

develop enquiry of stories

Assessment Checklist for

Class

LITERACY
Class 4 and 5
Name:

WRITING AND READING
4

know how to use a dictionary

4

write with an ink pen

4

write an accurate account of events from
experience or stories heard in class

4

write a formal letter

4

know irregular plurals such as child
children, woman women

4

know more irregular families of spellings ought, -augh, -tion, -ous, -ight, -ound, -ould

4

know remaining vowel and vowel/consonant
digraphs le, el, al

4

make a reasonable guess at unknown
words in a text

4/5

read confidently and independently
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Comments

5

read aloud fluently with awareness of
punctuation, including direct speech read
confidently and independently

5

take down a dictation on a known subject
with reasonable accuracy

5

use a dictionary to find unfamiliar words for
both spelling and meaning

5

use of common suffixes and prefixes re,
ing, pre, ed

GRAMMAR
4

use the comma, exclamation and question
marks.

5

use quotation marks in direct speech,
colons and semi-colons, and appropriate
use of paragraphs

5

know use and character of all major parts of
speech: nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs,
prepositions (time and space) the articles,
conjunctions, interjections

5

Use simple and continuous verb forms in all
tenses, including present, past and forms of
the future, in questions and negatives and
active and passive moods

SPEAKING AND LISTENING
4

Perform in a play and speak several lines
individually, increasing in length by the end
of Class 5 and be able to perform on stage
before the school community

5

Give a short talk/presentation to the class
using notes

Assessment Checklist for
Class

NUMERACY
Class 1, 2 and 3
Name:

NUMBER
1

have working knowledge of four processes
and their symbols + -   (including
processes in verbal and written form)

1

appreciate number qualities and one to one
correspondence

1

experience Roman Numerals 1-XX and
Arabic Numbers 1-100

1

count from 1-100

1

know number bonds up to 10

1/2

understand difference between odd and even
numbers

1/3

have working knowledge of the multiplication
tables 1-12

1/3

apply simple mental arithmetic in narrative
form using above listed skills

2

know number bonds up to 20

2/3

recognise, analyse and count numbers up to
1000

2/3

work with tables as division (24 shared
between 6 is 4)

2/3

know patterns in multiplication tables 10, 9, 5,
11

2/3

use place value to 4 places (thousands,
hundreds, tens, units)

2/3

carry numbers across columns e.g.
19
74
+2
x2
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3

be able to recite tables 1-12 in chorus and
individually

3

experience of factors of a given number

3

experience of square numbers

3

number bonds to 100

MEASUREMENT
2/3

use money for simple bills and calculating
change

3

tell the time using hours, half hours, and
quarter hours on 12-hour clock, a.m., p.m.,
hours past and to.

3

calculate simple practical sums e.g. how
many milk bottles in a crate holding 6x6,
bricks in a wall, floor boards etc.

3

know standard units of measurement for
length, weight and volume and calculate
simple sums

3

use measuring equipment with a reasonable
degree of accuracy e.g. - ruler, yard stick,
metre stick, liquid measures, weights and
scales

3

tell the time from both a digital and analogue
clock

GEOMETRY
3

recognize common geometrical forms

3

draw freehand common geometrical forms

3

draw symmetrical reflections on both a
vertical and horizontal axis

NUMBER
4
carry out all four processes confidently
4
4
4

read and understand numbers up to six
figures and place value
know the multiplication tables up to 12
out of sequence
do long multiplication up to 100’s as
multiplier

4

find factors of a given number

4

identify prime numbers less than 100

4

practical exploration of area and
perimeter

4/5

answer more complex mental arithmetic
questions involving a mix of processes
(e.g. The 12.38 train to Reading takes 18
minutes but left 14 minutes late, when did
it arrive? or I doubled a number and
added 8 and got 32, what was the
number?)
do long division including making use of
remainder
estimate approximate answers to sums

4/5
4/5
5

5

5

5

5

carry out four processes with fractions
including mixed numbers and improper
fractions
find Lowest Common Multiple and
Highest Common Factors
understand various parts of fractions,
numerator, denominator, find fraction of a
whole number, cancel fractions to
simplest terms
understand how to use decimal notation,
decimal fractions and interchange of
decimal with common fractions
carry out four processes with decimals,
also using examples of money

Not
Secure

Secure

Name:

Comments
Taught

Class

Assessment Checklist for
NUMERACY Class 4 and 5

5

use long division and multiplication using
the decimal point

5

apply the Rule of Three (if, then,
therefore) to practical problems

MEASUREMENT
4
record information such as height,
weight, volume etc, do simple
calculations with these recordings
5
work with metric measurement, including
estimation
5
work with aspects of time, analogue and
digital incl. 24 hour clock A.M, P.M
5/6

calculate average speeds

GEOMETRY
5
draw freehand archetypal geometric
shapes: different kinds of triangle,
rectangle, quadrilaterals, polygons and
circles
5
divide circles into 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10,12,
24 parts, deriving regular figures like
pentagons, hexagons, decagons and
dodecagons from them

Marking and Feedback Sheet for Main Lesson Work – Fractions
Name:

Fraction Topic
Finding Fractions of a given
amount

Finding Equivalent Fractions

Adding and Subtracting Fractions
with the same Denominator

Identifying Improper Fractions
and changing them to Mixed
Numbers
Changing Mixed Numbers into
Improper Fractions

Finding Common Factors HCF,
LCM

Adding and Subtracting Fractions
with different Denominators

Cancelling down Fractions to their
Simplest Form

Multiplying Fractions

Dividing Fractions

Understands
this process
well

Needs more
practice &
support

Any comments or feedback

Marking and Feedback Sheet for Main Lesson Work - Four Mathematical Processes
Name:
Maths process

Understands this
process well

Needs more practice &
support

Any comments or feedback

Addition - Carrying Over
Subtraction - Borrowing and Paying
Back
Multiplication
Long Multiplication
Division
Long Division
Mental arithmetic
Circle times tables you know well.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Add others that you know well.

9

10

11

12
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End of
term
assessment

Literacy Reading, writing,
handwriting,
recall, speech,
punctuation,
grammar.

Numeracy Processes,
problem solving,
times tables.

Drawing, Music,
singing, recorder
playing

Contributions to
learning, class
activities and
plays. Social
Interaction.
Areas of
improvements.

Areas to make
progress.

Pupil and Teacher Evaluation of Project
What I did well: -

How I could do better next time: Pupil:

What you did well: -

How you could do better next time: Teacher:

Pupil and Teacher Evaluation of Project
What I did well: -

How I could do better next time: Pupil:

What you did well: -

How you could do better next time: Teacher:
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